
HOW TO AGE PAPER WITH WRITING ON IT

If this doesn't give your paper the aged look you were hoping for, try the stain and . If you will be doing writing on it, do
you write on it before or after the coffee.

We have also tried soaking 3 or 4 teabags in the same amount of water. If you feel a sheet of it, you are
looking for a coarse texture rather than a smooth, shiny one. This vintage style image is shrunk using a
standard photocopier. So you get a very pale result. Every month I produce a newsletter to inspire and
encourage you in your homeschooling. Get creative and try some new ideas. I have found that normal printer
paper tends to be a bit waterproof and does not soak up the tea or coffee stains very well. I guess you could
just lift the parchment out onto newspaper to dry - but I usually place it on a baking tray in the oven for a
couple of minutes low temperature. The type of paper you are using is also important. Click here to see the
Lavender Lingerie Chest Makeover. Your paper is now ready to use. For more tips and tricks sign up here :
Email address: Leave this field empty if you're human: Pin it! You will most likely spend more time adjusting
your paper size than actually making the paper look old. We used a 'sturdy, multipurpose textured art paper'
from a sketch pad - this was perfect for aging as it took the stain very well. Or are these prints that you're
buying from someone else? This is a great little technique, and useful for many different homeschooling crafts
projects. Make a few extra copies, just in case you need to try a few times to get it right. A final touch is to
make some burn marks on the paper. Too new and perfect. This vintage style label design can be ordered
online. You need to let it dissolve. Be patient - and keep moving parchement slightly so it doesn't burn in one
place. There ain't no law that you have to buy paper that has optical brightening agents. I do know that you can
also tea stain paper to make paper look old with tea. Soak it in Tea or Coffee We usually add about 2
tablespoons of coffee to 2 cups of warm water. Can you see my whole lavender theme here? The most easily
available modern equivalent is paper with a high cotton fibre content, this is usually available in various
off-white shades. There must be a fundamental detail that we're not understanding, because "bright white
paper" is just not a problem that's imposed on you unless you get your supplies at the office store or
something. The scorch marks give a great effect - but make sure you have a flame resistant surface to drop
things onto if it gets out of hand - and a glass of water for dousing. Perfect for making scroll manuscripts, or as
an aged parchment to make fonts on. This way you can have authentically aged paper. Click the button below
now to get inspired! Light a candle and hold the manuscript over it - higher than the flame. It shouldn't take
very long for it to soak in. The aged paper can be used for all sorts of things - from lapbooks to making books
with children.


